
Design Experience

Let’s

Collaborate!

Hi, my name is Tamyra, I am a product designer that merges empathy and 
mindfulness to create inclusive and sustainable digital experiences for users. 

P: tamyraalicia.comT: 856-656-8493 E: imtamyraalicia@gmail.com imtamyraalicia

Professional Experience

Worked with University Penn physician's office and staff to 
establish inpatient and outpatient appointments for new 
and returning physical rehab patients

Authenticated insurance coverages across multiple provider 
platform to ensure success of client payments

Documented patient medications and case histories to 
ensure smooth transition of patient files to office staff and 
other patient coordinator support teams

07.2019-04.2020 Insight GlobalPatient Coordinator

Researched and implemented use of Dashlane a password 
manager dashboard that provides cybersecurity protection 
against hacking

Provided individualized sessions with new homeowners to 
explain and facilitate the application and approval process to 
ensure final loan decision 

Analyzed and evaluated sensitive client data before passing 
documents to underwriting for loan conditions and or approval

Created wireframes and full-scale mock-ups that were 
used to create a working prototype

UI/UX Designer04.2021-04.2021 Athena Hack

Education
Flatiron School 
UI/UX  Design 

2020-2021 Rutgers University 
Psychology

2009-2012

 Achievements

Expertise

Tools

Tech Together Atlanta 
Hackathon Winner Certficate of Completion  

Adobe XD UI /UX  Design Essentials

Lead team to determine design direction for circular 
sustainabilty hackathon

UI/UX  Designer02.2021-02.2021 ATL Tech Hack

Designed all creative assets used to create all deliverables 
for hackathon winning Safewalks mobile app


Collaborated client with developing her business brand 
identity, content strategy, and social media presence

UI/UX Designer10.2020-12.2020 Infiniti Touch 

Led & facilitated brainstorming workshop with 
stakeholders to further understand needs of end-users

Created all creative assets and deliverables used on 
desktop and mobile for the fit quiz section of the product

Assisted with redesigning existing wireframes to increase 
user engagement and improve user flow

Lupie Purp 05.2020-06.2020 Web Designer

Balance Body Beyond05.2020-06.2020 Web Designer

Created wireframes and full-scale mock-ups that were 
used to create for e-commerce website focused on 
Lupus

Designed for all creative assets and deliverables used 
on desktop and mobile

Collaborated client with developing her business brand 
identity, content strategy, and social media presence

Independtly managed client's website design from 
concept to final product

Proposed and implemented new site content architecture 
and navigation scheme for website redesign

Designed creative assets that fit with current holistic 
branding approach

Trained incoming employees for the contact center that later 
enhanced company brand and generated revenue 

Promoted strong and lasting relationships through a contact 
center environment by providing exceptional sales and 
service to account holders

Maintained and exceeded company's established quality, 
compliance, and customer service standards

Analyzed income, calculated monthly principal and interest 
payments along with comparing different loans programs 

Interacted with loan officers and underwriters to coordinate 
the approval process 

Monitor all loans within the pipeline to prevent any delays or 
interruptions from registration through closing

08.2016-08.2017 Sr. Loan Counselor

User Research Design
User Interface Design
Product Design

Responsive Web Design
App/ Mobile Design
Protoyping

Photoshop Indesign Figma 
Adobe XD Sketch Invision

IllustratorAfterEffects Principle

10.2018-2.2019 Magnum OpusLoan Coordinator

12.2013-09.2018 TD Bank N.A.Banking Specialist

Phh Mortgage

08.2015-09.2016 Mortgage Banker Freedom Mortgage

Read and interpret automated underwriting decision results in 
desktop underwriter 

Established professional relationships with borrowers to 
ensure they were picking the best loan product to meet their 
financial goals 

Prepared and explained decline letters and ensured accurate 
disclosure of the reason(s) for the adverse action of the loan 
application

https://www.tamyraalicia.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/imtamyraalicia/

